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RAPID FIELD ASSESSEMENT REPORT 

18-24 June 2019, Giuseppe Selvaggi 

BACK GROUND 

Oxfam already active in Sofala and Zambesia Provinces within the COSACA Consortium for the Cyclone 
Idai in Emergency Response has then expanded Emergency operations in Cabo Delgado right after the 
Cycolne Kenneth has landed; Areas of current operations are Pemba, Metuge, Macomia and 
Quissanga. Oxfam has also opened a field office in Macomia from wich can operate in Macomia and 
Quissanga Districts; Sectors of operation are WASH and EFSVL (Gender and Protection 
mainstreaming). 

OBJECTIVE: to assess livelihood situation and current dynamics for planning purposes and inform 
forthcoming quantitative information gathering (information gaps and stakeholders); 

Main Focus: Fishery and Farming; 

METHODOLOGY 
The assessment was purely qualitative to understand dynamics and key aspects of the livelihoods 
affected by the cyclone; Aspects related to capacity and vulnerability of the household Livelihoods; 

Methodology utilized: a) semi structured interview with a mixed group of people that includes women 
men, elders and community representatives when available; b) Key Informant Interviews; 
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Almost all interviews have been conducted directly in Swahili language, some with translation in other 
local languages; tone was colloquial and informal. 

Time limitation due to distance and security procedures have limited the scope and the number of 
Informants that was possible to interview; Reporting is limited to major findings; possible spelling 
errors; 

FINDINGS 
 
21/06/2019, Machova village 

Observations: Machova (Macomia Sede) is few kilometres south of Macomia, highly affected by the 
cyclone wind with disruption of houses and tree fallen (coconuts and mango trees); Reconstruction 
works are ongoing but still a lot of houses still not repaired; A farm of cassava and sesame showed 
damages linked to prolonged rain and wind; Sesame was affected by pests attacking the seed capsule 
(caterpillars) and by fungal disease, cassava tubers were underdeveloped in plants affected by the 
wind; 

 
Ill formed Cassava tubers due to the rain and wind damage, according the farmer 

 
The community has received food aid two times, the last time was more than a month ago (25kg bag 
of rice, 15 kg of Beans and Oil. Group respondents reported to be now dependant form Food Aid; 

The Community in normal times rely on Farming: first crop is Rice followed by Cassava and Maize, 
Cowpeas, Groundnuts, Sesame and Vegetable production; Coconuts were also important; 

In the community, there are some newly constituted Women Groups but they don’t seem to be active, 
their intention is to engage in vegetable production; 

The interviewed group agreed that on average a family uses 1,5 ha of land (capable to farm with only 
hand tools); Access to land is hindered in the last two years by insecurity problems, this apply also to 
the forest products needed for shelter reconstruction and for alternative livelihoods (poles, bamboo, 
palm leaves, charcoal making and firewood); 
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Planting season starts in October with land preparation and November with planting of Rice, Ground 
nut and Maize (reference farmer) and planting goes on till February with Sesame (late planting); 

The group reported that all farmers have lost their seeds for the First cycle planting; Women are 
generally in charge of seed saving in the household; 

  
Alberto Machude, shows the traditional contained 
made with a wood bark to keep seeds for the next 
planting season 

A seed saving contained damaged by the cyclone in the 
wreckage of a house 

 
Farmers in the group expressed the need of adding irrigation tools (watering cans) to the seed kits; 
Many farming tools were also lost during the cyclone; 
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21/06/2019, Chai 

Chai community, toward the North from Macomia, is a relatively big centre on the main road; 
Interview with the secretary (Valentin Domingo), one Reference Farmer and a brief interview with a 
big trader (wholesaler and Retailer of food, construction materials); 

Chai communities have been receiving Food Aid twice and last time was around one month ago. 

In terms of crop harvest losses to the cyclone according the reference farmers, as a proportion, on 10 
bags of cereals, only 2 or 3 have remained, this means 3 months of food for a small family and 2 
months only for bigger families; 

Farmer that manage to plant for the 2nd season can harvest something in September, Others will need 
to wait till March -April 2020; High level of food scarcity will be faced from January, February on; 

Furthermore, insecurity, as in other areas of Macomia District, has reduced access to farmland for fear 
of attacks, limiting the adoption of livelihood coping mechanism; 

The trader interviewed is a wholesaler of food (rice, wheat flour) as Building materials (cement and 
iron sheets); he has not noted a significant food price increase, he says this because customers don’t 
have purchase power; so mostly he notices a reduction of food sales that he attributed more on the 
lack of purchasing power by customers than on the food distributions dumping effect; He also 
reported an increase in shelter material sale, that he says balances the reduced food sales; but also in 
this case volumes are limited and many people asks for purchase at credit, something that he cannot 
afford to accept anymore; he sells mostly imported rice and reports a lower price for the imported 
rice compared with the local rice (1250 against 1400 MT); 

22/06/2019 visit to Quissanga District and Fish Landing Site, Tehenhange and Tanganhani villages; 

  
Landing beach of Quissanga Different types of Boats: from left to right: “Ngalawa”, 

“Mtungwi”; “Boti”; 
 

In Quissanga landing site was possible to observe a good number of damaged boats on repair, other 
boats were just lost, both small or big boat. According a carpenter there are only 6 boat carpenters 
for the whole landing site; They are helped by apprentices but tools used are quite few and 
rudimentary; One carpenter said he is on two big Ngalawa boats repair and he expect to finish the 
work in a month time; The price for repair is negotiated with the boat owned on the basis of the work 
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not time required; For one big boat (Ngalawa) a medium repair work can cost around 50,00 MT only 
in labour, as timber is provided by the owner; 

  
Ngalawa boat on repair, timber from the mangroves is 
shaped with manual tools 

Carpenter shaping a timber log 

 

Fish Market in Quissanga is in good conditions and functional; It was not possible to see fish landed 
due to the tide and timing of the visit. 

A Boat owner (Omar B.) explained that fish is transported out of Quissanga up to Montepuez, that 
fishing inputs are not locally available and need to be sourced in Pemba or Nacala; he has fishing nets 
bought form Zanzibar, he owns more than one boat (3 observed) and engages also in goods transport 
business; Fishing high season is expected to start now; 

Tenenhange area is where boats sail to Ibo Island, some degree of tourism activity is carried out but 
doesn’t seems to be impacting the local population; The area is mangrove forested and prawns and 
crabs are collected (women, children); The area is also part of the Quirimbas National Park and fishing 
restrictions applies; Was not possible to meet fishes as they were still out; From here boats can sail up 
to Mucojo in 6 hours (to be confirmed); 

  
Fishing Boats in Tenenhange Children collecting crabs  

 

In Tandnhani was possible to have a group discussion with a group of women engaging in collection 
of mariscos as well fishing along the shores; the women use to catch prawns and small fishes, sun 
drying and salting it on platforms and selling to traders come in to the village or when the quantity is 
sufficient they transport it by bus/truck up to Montepuez or Balama; This kind of business is not carried 
out since the Cyclone hit their place; this because the money they earn now is not enough to pay for 
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the transport and is used for the house repair; Furthermore the disruption of the houses has increase 
the risk of theft and they need to watch the house till is repaired; They also seem to use mosquito nets 
(observed one) for fishing, even if was denied as it is forbidden by the law; Women stated that they 
also go by boat with their husbands to collect octopus or other fish; one kilo of dried fish is said to 
fetch 200 up to 250 MT in Montepuez, not clear how many fresh fish kilograms are needed to have 
one kilo of dry fish; Currently prices have not dropped and the business is still viable; 

They explained how they participate to the xitike (kind of merry go round) and this is still on going 
after the cyclone; 

23/06.2019 Mucojo and Panagane Field Visit 

Mucojo was reached by road from Macomia, as is was recently repaired and opened few days earlier; 
after Oxfam carried the security assessment two days earlier. 

Time of travel approximately 1 hour, approx. 44 Km, the road is still on repair; approximately halfway 
on toward Mucojo the phone network was absent; If road id graded time of travel by road may reduce; 

Mucojo can be reached by boat also from Qiussanga (Tenenhange), this may take 6 hr by sailboat and 
3 hr by engine boat (local informant), likely these can take more time as distance is about 40km, sea 
fare time may variate a lot according winds and currents; 

Observations: 

Cyclone disruption have caused flood that interrupted the road from Macomia to Mucojo; along the 
road the disruption caused by the Cyclone Kenneth Winds are enormous with traditional houses 
flattened, all roofing of more strong housing are lost or heavily damaged, the electric line is also fully 
damaged, a large number of wild trees, mango, cashew nut trees, coconut trees have been felled by 
the winds; 5 Km before Mucojo there is the village of Manica that has suffered high level of damages; 
near the village there is a lowlands farming areas suitable for second cycle cropping; 

  
Mucojo: Road to Macomia Mucijo center, Big mango tree down on a building 

 
Many people in the settlements along the road are busy in reconstructing their houses, so as many 
are selling wood poles, bamboo poles and palm leaves for roof thatching; 

Among crops still in the fields are cassava, quite damaged by the wind (40% to 50% of plants down); 
small field of Sorghum still at maturation stage, apparently less affected, rice at maturation and 
harvest stage, affected by flood and wind (30%-50% of observed fields from the road), but still being 
harvested especially in Pangane village; coconut trees have been massively lost (estimate from 50 to 
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75% of observed areas) so as cashew nut trees: mango trees have been both felled and damaged in 
the branches; tree damages may also cause the spread of pests that will affect standing trees; 

Many houses or remainder of houses have outside a tray with maize cobs harvested, the quantities 
are small and maize cobs appear to be damaged externally by moulds; 

KII with SDAE Extension officer coordinator in Mucojo (Mr. Gaspare)  

SDAE officers in the area are 3 and have 2 motorbikes, one is grounded (basically only one officer can 
use the motorbike); 

Food Losses have been happening in the fields as the Cyclone happened during harvest time of Maize, 
and also in the stores in the homes as almost all houses where destroyed and rainfall has been wetting 
all the grains and other items stored; 

Food Aid was received by INGC, Diocese of Pemba (CARITAS?) WFP. Food Received was rice, beans 
and oil; last distribution was carried out about one month ago. Food is deemed to be not enough as 
Meany families are bigger than 5 members (to be verified); Distribution where made form Mucojo 
seed toward other Localities; Some problem have been faced as people, due to insecurity have been 
moving and not registered for the distributions and they were left out; Currently other food accessed 
is accessed through fishing and eating the remaining cassava; 

Livelihood 
In Mucojo sede the main stay is fishery while farming come as second livelihood with more than 1,000 
households engaging; Main crops for the first cropping cycle (November to April) are cassava, rice and 
maize, sorghum, groundnuts, cowpeas, sesame. and others are engaging in the second season 
cropping in lowlands, often after rice is harvested (June/July) in this season in lowlands maize can be 
planted so as Vegetable crops; who engages in this kind of farming are a smaller proportion of the first 
cycle farmers;  

First Cycle Planting season starting November with Maize and Cassava planting. Maize can be planted 
several times as failure may occur till January, but classical date of reference in the 25th of December 
(Christmas); Late planting crops, up to February, are Cowpeas, Sesame; 

It was also mentioned that farming is mostly done by people not originally form Mucojo; 

The second cycle cropping is still possible in the short-term June/July for people than has still rice in 
their lowland fields (Lumama site); Macomia SDAE office is planning to carry out a seed distribution, 
quantities and type of seeds not specified at field level, but beneficiary lists are in preparation; 

Other important source of Livelihood currently is for the traditional/natural shelter material procured 
in the forest as wooden poles, bamboo poles and sticks, wild palm leaves for roof thatching, rope 
making from coconuts coir (now limited), another minor livelihood is casual labour for construction; 

Coconut trees felled by the Cyclone lay down and only few have been cut as logs of 3 meters to be 
split and used for house construction: lack of tools to cut and split the coconut timber is reported as 
limitation in their use; 
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Pangane community 

Pangane is northern of Mucojo on the sea coast, 8,5 Km from Mucojo center, easily reachable by car;  

The settlement houses were destroyed, few concrete brick houses also lost the roofing, very few 
houses where spared; Coconut trees along the road from Mucojo to Pangane have been massively 
felled down by the Cyclone winds, can be estimated for a 70% or more; 

  
House disruption in Pangane Fish Market damaged by the Cyclone 

 
At the back of the coastal dune system, where the road passes, there are wet lowlands cropped with 
rice (in some points sweet potatoes have been also planted), rice harvesting by women was observed 
and the extension of the cropped area well above 100 ha;   

KII interview with the Community Fishery Chairperson [Mr. Muhmudo Abdala] 
The Community Fishery Chairperson is the representative of the fishers in Pangane, he is also a 
fisherman and owned a boat (lost during the Cyclone); He is responsible to keep the register of all the 
people that engage in fishery, this applies also to boat owners and fishers not based in Pangane but 
fishing from there; 

Pangane is an important fishing village and fishing crews are used by boat owners (Ngalawa, or Dows 
type) from other villages and even from Pemba; 

 
Landing site in Pangane, a boat is boarding a fishermen crew, many boats are on repair or totally lost 

 

Unfortunately, was not possible to have exact number of boat damaged as the register was given to 
the Province officers, but 40 Ngalawa boats (Dhow type) with sails and 18 small boats with engines 
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are reported as lost or seriously damaged; this despite fishermen had prepared and reinforced 
mooring before the cyclone arrived; total number of boats all types is around 130 (canoes, dhows, 
motorboat), including those that have come recently from other areas to fish in Pangane (even from 
Pemba, Msimbwe); 

Fish Marketing is done selling directly to Traders coming in the Village form Macomia, this was not 
possible after the cyclone as the road was disrupted, people where using motorbikes instead, but with 
less capacity; This has been reducing the income for the fisherfolk, hindering even more the capacity 
to recover; The fish prices, according the key informant is low during the rainy season (green grasses) 
due to the competition from other food sources and is higher during the dry season (dry grasses); 

Marketing of fish in normal times is mostly based on traders coming to buy the fish, bargaining starts 
as fish arrives; Fishermen say that the bargain is generally in their favour and that the price is set by 
fishers (same answer in Quissanga); 

The Cyclone has damaged the Fish Market so as the Electricity supply, this means that the cold chain 
is not working. similarly, refrigerators at home of in shops; This means lower prices and quantities for 
the fish that needs to be dried, fried or transported fast; 

  
Fish sundried on a platform Fish dried directly on the sand  

 

In terms of fish catch, high season is expected to start in June as the monsoon winds change direction. 
When waters are cold, fish become abundant (upwelling currents); 

It seems that currently the fish catch is low compared with other seasons and this is attributed to the 
cyclone Kenneth (to be verified, possible influence on silting of seagrass or coral riff, high water 
temperatures bleaching corals, or change in the current pattern in the Mozambique channel; 

Disruption of housing has also diverted resources in terms of labour and money toward repair and 
reconstruction, rather than boat repair and fishing activity; 

No access to formal credit systems; The only credit is the one accessed in kind form big traders and 
boat owners and repaid back with fish/ fish marketing exclusives; 

Women in Pangane did not mentioned the participation to the saving schemes; 
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Main types of fishing techniques used (mentioned by KIs) for artisanal fishery; 

- Hand lines with hooks (mshipa) is used mostly by smallholder with wooden canoes with sails; 
- Big seine nets used from dhows with sails or engine, often the nets have quite narrow mesh (5mm 

to 20 mm); Night fishing with the light for Sardines so as the Calamari; Other catches are Tuna 
fish, Serra, Caroban  

- Beach seine nets operated from the beach, mentioned by women in Pangane for their traditional 
fishing of garfish; Use of Mosquito nets is forbidden but common (Quissanga)a s a cheap way to 
get a net; 

- Net for ray fish (?) 
- Baited traps (malema) hand made with Split bamboo sticks; Same material used for baskets; 
- Hand collection of Pen shells and oyster, disposed on the beach after consumption; 

Main Actors for the Artisanal Fishery (Pangane and Quissanga) 

- Smallholder Fishers using wood canoes and pirogues, mostly fishing with lines; women can go 
with their husband for fishing near the coast; many lost their Canoe or their canoe was damaged; 
generally, they are men, but women can go with their husband to fish along the coast or to reach 
shallow waters fishing grounds (octopus); 

- Fishermen crew members fishing on board of Ngalawa or Dows big boats provided by big 
fishermen or boat owners; They share the catch value with the boat owner as costs incurred are 
discounted; If there is not enough catch to pay for the costs these are carried over for the next 
fishing; 

- Fisherwomen are engaged in catching octopus, crabs, molluscs and small fishes (mariscos). Often 
they use mosquito nets that are illegal, putting them in difficult position when caught by local 
police; Women use also to dry their catch and selling the fish, locally or travelling by bus or minibus 
to main towns (this has been affected by the crisis and lack of cash to travel, the need of remaining 
near the homestead as walls and roofing are no more adequate to keep small thief out); Type of 
Catch: in mangrove coast the catch prawns and crabs; along sandy and rocky coast Octopus, 
shallow waters fish, molluscs, etc.; 

- Processors: Fish is cleaned and put on bamboo sticks platforms or hanged, is sun dried and/or 
salted; Fish is also fried to be kept for longer time at household level or to be transported for sale; 
Not observed much activity but it seems that both men and women participate to the fish drying; 
Fishing drying rakes have been reconstructed by the community in Pangane; In Macomia market 
all sort of dried fish is on sale and is said to be from Mucojo; 

- Boats owners they often are also fishermen but also businessmen; they may own more than one 
boat, they often equip the boat with nets and makes shareholding agreements with a crew of 
fishermen: they provide the boat and other cost (fuel for generators for the lights), they get 50% 
share of the catch as other costs are discounted; They play an important role in terms of Marketing 
and provision of fishing inputs (nets, lamps, generators, fuel, etc.); 

- Boat Carpenters, they work to repair and construct boats, they agree with the boat owner for a 
price according the kind of work; Boat owner must provide the timber; Often mangrove wood is 
used; Rough wood timber is shaped by the carpenters; Currently they are very busy and the boat 
repairs proceed slowly are there are non-enough skilled carpenters and they use few tools; have 
apprentices; 

- Fishing Inputs suppliers: in the Quissanga, Mucojo and Pangane there aren’t fish vendors 
available, fishers relay mostly on Nacala, Pemba, Nampula towns for supply of fishing nets, fishing 
lines; Often fishermen order the nets or other material from the fish traders and pay accordingly 
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in kind; Fish traps (malema) made with split bamboo sticks are available from neighbouring 
villages that provide also baskets for the fish transport; 

- Fish Market Workers: not met; Market In Pangane was damaged, (while in Quissanga was intact 
and functional); people in charge of the management cleaning, etc.; 

- Brokers: not met: they connect Traders with Fishers, they may have a role also in linking boat 
owners, fishing crew and traders; 

- Transporters: not met, mostly by car but also motorbikes, they seem not to be specialized, 
different goods are transported. More information is needed on charges, taxation on the road; 

- Fish traders: they come to the landing sites and buy fish directly form the Fishers, they often have 
their own preferred fishers (single or groups), but they also participate to a sort of fish auction to 
buy fish; Before the crisis they were buying the Ice blocks to keep the fresh fish; 

- Fish Petty traders, men and women: Temporary and mobile vendors often engage in long journey 
to buy and sell the fish, mostly dry or salted due to the nature of the trade; Often they are women; 
Women petty traders are often organized in small groups and carry out a kind of “merry go round” 
contribution each other cash for business and other needs, the system is called “xitike” (pron.: 
shteeke), contribution are not of the same amount for each member and there is a system to share 
the money on the basis of the contributions: in Tandanhani (Quissanga) fisherwomen dealing with 
mariscos and small fish, dry the fish and engage in travel up to Balama or Montepuez by bus/truck 
to sell the fish. Currently this is reduced as money for the transport is reduced due to the 
reconstruction costs; 

- Cold Chain Actors: not met; Public Markets in Pangane and Quissanga have Refrigerators, private 
people uses also Refrigerators to keep fish and produce ice blocks (using a cut jerrycan) to be sold 
to people transport fish; In Mucojo and Pangane electricity has been cut of since the cyclone, no 
fish refrigeration is happening; 

- Coast Guard Police: meet in Pangane, they control people, boats and goods moving from and in 
the coast, checking identity of people and their registration as fishermen, so they check for legality 
of catching systems and catch itself; 

- National Park Rangers: not met, they ensure that fish and environmental protection laws are 
applied and bycatch and protected fauna is not captured so as prohibition of indiscriminate fishing 
tools (in Quissanga women showed fear at the sight of a staff member with a ranger like cap and 
rushed to hide a mosquito nets presumably used for fishing). 

- District Fishery officer: not met. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Food Insecurity is widespread especially among communities and households that engage purely in 
first cycle farming (November-April) and don’t have access to lowlands for the second cropping season 
(May to September) and they have been already in a stress situation since 2017 due to reduced land 
access due to insecurity; In these communities, food security will worsen much earlier and will 
continue till next harvest time (if access to seeds is supported); 

Communities and households that can engage in both fishery and farming may have a higher degree 
of resilience, but fishery is often a very specialized Livelihood in places like Mucojo where they coexist 
two communities: farming and fishing ones. This needs a better information and discussion with both 
communities on their livelihood interaction with quantitative information to understand the scale; 

Fishery, as a sector, has been heavily hit by the cyclone with different type of losses; starting from the 
infrastructural as household housing and market places that needs repair, to direct productive asset 
losses: boat and fishing gears, drying platforms, various equipment (a fishing net for the big boats is 
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not less than 300.000 MT); roads interruption has also impacted in terms of lost income for one and 
half months in terms of fresh fish trade to which has contributed also the disruption of the cold chain, 
due to power lines interruption (Mucojo, Pangane and other locations); Pure fisher households that 
lost their productive assets will face extreme challenges and resort in coping mechanisms, this may 
increase inequality within the community; As fishery sector has many actors the crisis will hit also 
many families that rely on it (processors, petty traders, fishing crew); 

Pre-existing chronic problems where already exacerbated by the insecurity that reduced movements 
and access to certain areas, up to the point of displacement in some cases (affecting access to natural 
and human resource assets); Cyclone Kenneth has damaged the basic livelihood physical assets; 

In all areas visited the communities are very active in rebuilding and repairing their homes, their boats, 
clearing the land and the living spaces form the fallen trees and debris: is clear the inadequacy of the 
means used, few skilled carpenters, few and inadequate tools will transform the positive effort a 
lengthy struggle; 

Loss of seeds for the first Cycle is reported in all areas, rice seems to be the less affected in terms of 
seeds but other crops as Maize, groundnuts, sesame, cowpeas seems to be in high needs; Local Seed 
Banks where mentioned for Chai and for Macomia, but it seems they are not functional; 

A big percentage of coconuts trees have been lost and they play an important role in the local food 
production as the preferred cooking fat (coconut milk) so as other by products like coconut coir fibres 
and ropes (shelter, furniture); Currently the coconuts logs are unutilized, despite being a good 
construction and furniture material, due to lack of tools to cut the lumbers; 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

- Continue Monitor the Food Security situation evolution along the seasonal changes; 
- Design and carry out targeted emergency food security Interventions informed by quantitative 

assessments, ensuring that the most food insecure communities and households receive the 
necessary support during the anticipated prolonged lean season; Define the voucher system 
geographical feasibility, so as modalities that reduce insecurity exposure for the beneficiaries and 
the implementers; 

- Food/Voucher/Cash for Work or Food for Assets are also options to be considered in order to 
boost early recovery and provide food security support to during lean season. This needs to be 
carefully planned with the communities in order to avoid overburdening during growing season 
and for women (Rapid Care Analysis); Group approach will help in monitoring, implementing and 
create an opportunity for organized Community Actions (CAP); These activities can be supported 
with the provision of tools and basic technical assistance (locally sourced); WASH activities should 
be included as much this don’t interfere with the planned voluntary contributions from the 
community to sanitation and ordinary maintenance of the infrastructures; 

- Support Farmers to access farming Inputs and services: this doesn’t means necessarily 
implementing seeds and tools distributions, or training sessions, but  also a more integrated 
approach that rely on existing local resources and capacities: Local Extensions (support to SDAE 
office), Seed banks, Farmer Local Seed Producers, Local Agro-dealers, Blacksmiths with a more 
market oriented approach (vouchers, grants for Livelihoods), linking with existing farmer groups 
and Women groups (CBO) when possible; 

- Explore the possibility of supporting the coconut value chain creating of nurseries managed by of 
women, youth groups, provide tools and basic technical support to carpenters in order to utilize 
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the abundant wood and workforce, use CfW modalities to clear land from fallen trees, restoring 
pre-existing plantations; 

- In the Fishery Livelihood is necessary to define most vulnerable actors in the value chain and those 
(households) that without support cannot restart their previous livelihood: this should be done in 
consultation with the fisherfolk communities and the humanitarian and early recovery aim should 
be clearly distinguished form a “damage compensation” expectation or an “economic sector 
development” approach; However the value chain approach should guide in the design of the 
interventions:  
a) Smallholder fishers should be the main target, supported with their small vessel (canoe) repair 

(voucher), provision of fishing lines, fish traps, boats to managed by a small group (4-6 people); 
b) Women engaging in the collection of seafood, can be re-equipped with the simple tools and 

nets they use (seine), processing equipment;  
c) Carpenters need to have their capacity increased with adequate tools to repair and construct 

vessels. This can be done ensuring that the Carpenters provide in exchange enough 
craftmanship skills to youth willing to learn and work in the sector; 

d) Institutional and organizational support, in coordination with the government, for the Fisher 
Community organizations in order to facilitate access to services, inputs and credit; 

For all the Recommended intervention is very important to: 

1. Consult the beneficiaries, men and women, on their specific needs and the technical specifications, 
differentiate always men, women, youth, elder different needs; 
2. A market based and a basic value chain analysis approach should always guide to support 
communities and households: to prefer vouchers than in kind, use locally available resources; share 
as much as possible the advantages of outsourcing locally (vendors as beneficiaries); intervene where 
the value chain has the weakest actor in terms of socioeconomic vulnerability, choose the most 
effective point of the chain to intervene for a wider impact; 
3. Keep in mind a Resilient approach to implement activities (how we do things matters for resilience); 
4. Ensure that safety and security of beneficiaries is not put at stake by the interventions, keep 
continuous communication and consultation with the communities; 
5. Ensure that environmental considerations and sustainable use of the natural resources are guiding 
the interventions: this applies especially to fisheries but also to the farming sector per example in 
restoring coconut plantations; Many of the areas are under the Quirimbas national Park authority, 
that need to be factored in and consultation with them could help in abiding the existing 
environmental legislation; 


